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NEW QUESTION: 1
In this section, you'll see one or more sets of questions with
the same scenario and problem Each question presents a unique
solution to the problem, and you must determine whether the
solution meets the stated goals Any of the solutions might
solve the problem. It is also possible that none of the
solutions solve the problem.
Once you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it As a result. these questions will not
appear in the review screen Note This question is part of a
series of questions that present the same scenario Each
question in the series contains a unique solution Determine
whether the solution meets the stated goals.
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com. The forest contains a member server named Server1
that runs Windows Server 2016 All domain controllers run
Windows Server 2012 R2 Contoso com has the following
configuration
You plan to deploy an Active Directory Federation Services (AD
FS) farm on Served and to configure device registration You
need to configure Active Directory to support the planned
deployment.
Solution You upgrade a domain controller to Windows Server 2016
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
You have an Active Directory forest named contoso.com that
contains an Exchange Server
2016 organization named Contoso.
Contoso.com has a two-way forest trust with an Active Directory
forest named fabrika.com.
The fabriakm.com forest contains an Exchange Server 2016
organization named Fabrikam.
You need to ensure that the users in Contoso can access the
free/busy information of all the users in Fabrikam.
An administrator from Fabrikam runs the following command in
the organization.
Get-MailboxServer | Add-ADPermission -Accessrights
Extendedright -Extendedrights "msExchEPI-Token-Serialization" -User "CONTOSO\Exchange Servers"
What command should you run in Contoso? To answer, select the

appropriate options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about NAT64 are true? (Choose two.)
A. NAT64 packets are translated two times.
B. There are two types of NAT64 (stateful or stateless).
C. The DNS64 server embeds the IPv4 address from the DNS A
record with a preconfigured IPv6 translation prefix.
D. NAT is performed by the CPE and also by the service provider
edge router.
E. NAT64 packets traverse two IPv4 addressing domains.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which command can you enter to display duplicate IP addresses
that the DHCP server assigns?
A. show ip dhcp database 10.0.2.12
B. show ip dhcp conflict 10.0.2.12
C. show ip dhcp server statistics
D. show ip dhcp binding 10.0.2.12
Answer: B
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